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Executive Summary 
 

Upon embarking on the Grocery Gopher (GG) project, our team realized that an unmet need 

exists in the area of grocery carriers in urban markets.  Most young people living in cities 

without a car walk to the grocery store and home again carrying all of their groceries by-hand.  

In addition to the discomfort of walking home carrying numerous grocery bags, users find it is 

frustrating not having a free hand to open doors and push elevator buttons.  Thus, our team set 

out to create a device that would allow users transport groceries more comfortably than carrying 

them by-hand while allowing users to have at least one hand free.   

 

The GG team has developed a technically successful prototype that meets this customer need and 

has the potential for market success.  The GG will require approximately $320,000 to bring the 

product to market.  Our team estimates that the market size for the GG in the U.S. is 

approximately 37 million people.  Despite the existence of competitive products, in particular, 

the small cart, which is utilized by elderly people, the GG has the potential for market success 

since it target’s a much younger audience than the small cart.  We asked potential users — 

undergraduate and graduate students as well as young urban-dwellers — to assess the GG 

prototype and 73% said that they would purchase the GG and 53% said that they would pay $20 

or more.  We have estimated that the retail price of the GG would be between $21-29 and our 

financial team estimates that the GG will result in a profit of approximately $2.3 million.  In 

particular, two aspects of the GG will require further development — enabling the GG to climb 

stairs more comfortably with heavy loads and making it a stand-alone device. 

 

The loaded Grocery Gopher 
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Mission Statement 
 

Product Description: 
An ergonomic device for carrying multiple grocery bags with comfort  
 
Key Business Goals: 
• Penetrate market and become the leader in sales and market share 
• First product introduction by the first quarter of 2005 
• To be picked-up commercially by the end of 2003 
 
Primary Market: 
Young people living in urban areas who grocery shop without a car  
 
Secondary Market: 
All other grocery shoppers 
 
Assumptions and Constraints: 
• New product platform 
• Shoppers carry standard plastic or brown paper bags with handles 
 
Stakeholders: 
• Purchasers and users 
• Retailers 
• Legal department 
• Design and production teams 
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Preliminary Customer Needs Assessment 

 
 
To gain a better understanding of the needs of potential users, the GG team surveyed 67 individuals 

between the ages 18 and 35.  (Please see Appendix A to view the survey questions and results.) 

Based on survey results, the following customer needs were interpreted, ranked 1-4 in order of 

importance (1 being most important; 4 being least important), and considered during design of the 

GG.  The table below outlines the interpreted customer needs. 

 

Customer Needs Assessment 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Rank Customer Statement Interpreted Need 
1 My fingers and arms hurt when I carry 

all my grocery bags. 
The product enables the user to carry several 
grocery bags with ease and comfort. 

1 I have no free hands to open the door 
when I carry my groceries. 

The product allows you to use at least one 
hand. 

2 I hate it when my bags rip. The product keeps grocery bags intact. 

2 I need a product that is easy to use for 
carrying my groceries. 

The product is simple to use. 

2 I don't want to look stupid carrying my 
groceries. 

The product is stylish. 

3 I hate carrying my groceries up stairs. The product facilitates stair climbing. 
3 My grocery bags are too heavy. The product is lightweight and distributes 

weight accordingly. 
3 My groceries are bulky. The product is compact. 
4 I need a way to keep my groceries from 

getting wet. 
The product is weather-resistant (e.g. 
waterproof), durable, and washable. 

4 My cold items get warm. The product insulates items. 
4 It would be nice if I could carry a lot of 

different things. 
The product is versatile. 
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Product Overview 
 

 
 

Non-Technical Overview 

Based on customer needs, the GG team created a device that enables users to transport several 

grocery bags with ease.  (Please see the above photograph of the final GG prototype.)  Users who 

grocery shop in metropolitan areas without a vehicle will find the GG especially appealing as it 

allows users to carry multiple grocery bags more comfortably and less awkwardly than carrying 

bags by hand and does not strain hands and arms.  Essentially, the GG is a two-wheeled cart that 

is pulled by a handle that is padded with a comfortable, natural grip.  This design affords ease of 

maneuvering and a free hand while transporting groceries.   

 

While shopping, the user can place the GG on the front of the shopping cart by hanging the 

product by a padded hook mounted on the frame.  (Please see the next page for a picture of the 

GG prototype hanging on the front of a shopping cart.)  The GG has plastic wheels so groceries 

can be loaded upon check-out in the grocery store and then pulled outside.  There are two places 

to load groceries: upon a series of five pegs to hang bags by their handles or into a wire basket, 
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which is intended for heavy or unbagged items.  The pegs are durable and strong, and each can 

support up to three full grocery bags.  The hooks allow users to save time by keeping bags intact 

rather than repacking groceries in another device, i.e. a backpack.  The aluminum frame of the 

GG is lightweight, sturdy, and weatherproof.  The GG was designed to place the main weight of 

the bags over the wheels so the user does not exert as much energy as they would carrying 

groceries by-hand.  Gravity keeps the grocery bags on the hooks so that they do not fall off.  

Additionally, the sleek black design allows the user to carry his or her groceries with style. 

The Grocery Gopher hanging 
on the front of a shopping cart

 

 

 

The GG’s large wheels facilitate stair climbing.  Depending on user preference and grocery 

weight, the GG can be pulled by the handle or gripped between two pegs on the top of the 

product to ascend stairs.  The GG can be pulled into the user’s home and then stored in a small 

area by collapsing the handle.  (The above photograph also demonstrates the GG when the 

handle is collapsed.)  While in storage, the user may wish to place used grocery bags or other 

items in the basket for recycling upon the next trip to the grocery store.  Although intended for 

grocery shopping, the GG is versatile in that it can also be used to carry merchandise bags while 

shopping at a mall.  
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Technical Overview 

The mission of the GG was to design an ergonomic device for carrying multiple grocery bags 

with comfort.  Factors such as GG weight, distribution of bag weight on the GG, whether the GG 

should be pushed or pulled, how the GG imposes forces upon the user’s body, user’s posture and 

height, wheel diameter of the GG, and surfaces upon which the GG would be used were taken 

into account to create an ergonomic device.  Additionally, it was essential to design GG capacity 

and volume to appease customer needs.   

A potential user with the 
Grocery Gopher 

 

 

 

The GG was designed with two wheels to decrease the overall product weight and to make 

steering and control easier.  According to empirical evidence, pushing or pulling two-wheeled 

carts may have substantial negative effects on musculoskeletal disorders, most notably upon the 

shoulders and lumbar spine of the user. 1   One ergonomic study compared the effects of 

biomechanical loading of the shoulder and lumbar spine during pushing and pulling of two-
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wheeled containers.2  The study’s results demonstrated that the highest shoulder load occurred 

when the container was pulled in the initial phase (immediately after tilting).  However pulling 

forcers were less than pushing forces in the sustained phase (walking).  The study did not find a 

significant difference between pushing and pulling when lumbar spine compression was 

measured.  Therefore, to decrease the load on the user and enable the user to utilize only one 

hand while operating the product, the GG was designed to be pulled with one hand behind the 

user’s body. 
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Technical diagram of the Grocery Gopher prototype 
 

The GG prototype design takes into consideration of a variety of users and surfaces upon which 

it is utilized.  The wheels are 1 foot in diameter and made of plastic to accommodate indoor and 

outdoor use.  Plastic wheels are lighter than rubber wheels and the large wheel diameter 

facilitates stair climbing while bags are loaded on the GG.  The wheelbase is 1 foot 4 inches 

                                                 
2 Laursen B, Schibye B.  “The Effect of Different Surfaces on Biomechanical Loading of Shoulder and Lumbar 
Spine During Pushing and Pulling of Two-Wheeled Containers.”  Applied Ergonomics.  2002.  Issue 33.  Pp. 167-
174. 
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wide and 1 foot deep, which provides an area for a wire basket for storage of heavier items.  A 

hollow aluminum frame is mounted to the prototype’s basket upon which a series of five pegs 

exists for hanging additional bags.  The pegs consist of a bolt, a washer, and a rounded nut as a 

cap.  The threads of the bolt are covered by rubber tubing to prevent bag breakage.  A collapsible 

aluminum handle is mounted to the top of this frame such that the height of the GG with the 

handle extended is 3 feet 8 inches, and 3 feet when the handle is collapsed.  The tip of the handle 

is covered in rubber bar wrap for a comfortable grip.  Unloaded, the GG prototype weighs 5.5 

pounds.  

 

The GG is capable of carrying approximately 8-10 plastic or paper grocery bags (depending on 

grocery bag size) and is equipped to handle up to 40 pounds of weight.  Heavier bags, as well as 

unbagged items, are intended to be placed in the wire basket while lighter bags are hung upon the 

pegs that are attached to the aluminum frame to prevent the contents of the bags from becoming 

smashed by other bags.  The force of gravity keeps the bags intact when hung upon the hooks.  

The overall weight of the bags is positioned over the wheels such that if the GG is pulled at an 

angle 90º to the ground (perfectly vertical) — a minimal force acts upon the user.   

Performance Specifications  

A list of target specifications was constructed for the GG following initial customer survey 

interviews.  (Please see the table on the next page, which ranks specification importance from 1 

to 4, with 1 being most important.)  Our team focused on maximizing the GG’s capacity and load 

while minimizing product weight.  Our preliminary assessment revealed that the average amount 

of bags per shopping trip was 6-8, thus the GG prototype has a capacity of 8-10 bags (depending 

on size) and can withstand up to 40 pounds of loaded weight.  In addition, since customers 

desired an easy-to-use product, our team created a prototype that required minimal instruction to 

use.  Thus, the prototype was designed so that users can load six bags of groceries in under one 

minute and collapse the handle in less than one minute. 
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Performance Specifications 
Importance Metric (units) Target 

Specification 
Final 

Specification 
1 Maximum capacity (# of 

bags) 
8 bags 10 bags 

1 Maximum load (pounds) 40 lbs. 40 lbs. 
1 Weight (pounds) 6 lbs. 5.5 lbs. 
1 Push or pull operating 

mechanism (Push or pull) 
Pull Pull 

1 Hands free (#) 1 hand free 1 hand free 

2 Time to load 6 bags of 
groceries (seconds) 

<60 sec <60 sec 

3 Wheel diameter (inches) 12 in 12 in 
3 Volume with collapsed 

handle (in3) 
 5184 in3 6192  in3 

3 Height with handle upright 
(inches) 

44 in 44 in 

3 Width (inches) 12 in 16 in 
3 Depth (inches) 12 in 12 in 
4 Time to collapse handle 

(seconds) 
<60 sec <60 sec 

4 Style (color) Black Black 
 

We found that potential customers sought a product that would alleviate the awkwardness and 

discomfort resulting from carrying groceries over long distances (in most cases, walking up to 

ten minutes).  The GG has a padded handle with a comfortable, natural grip and the prototype 

was designed so that the bulk of the weight of the grocery bags is centered over the two wheels.  

Customers also preferred to have one hand free while carrying groceries to access keys or for 

other reasons.  Thus, the GG was designed to be pulled by one hand so that one hand would be 

free.  For ergonomic purposes as discussed in the Technical Overview, the GG is pulled as 

opposed to pushed. 

 

To facilitate stair climbing, the prototype’s wheels have a 12-inch diameter.  The wheels are 

plastic, which minimizes overall product weight, and allows the GG to be used indoors and 

outdoors.  Product dimensions were of special consideration during the design phase of the 

prototype to accommodate typical uses of the GG.  With the handle upright, the GG has a height 

of 44 inches to accommodate users of varying heights.  To enable the user to walk through 

doorways and pull the GG on public transportation systems, the width of the product is 16 inches.  
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The base has a depth of 12 inches to prevent the GG from hitting the heels of the user as they 

walk.  Finally, for storage, the volume of the GG with a collapsed handle is 6192 cubed inches 

(about 3.5 cubed feet). 

 

According to our initial survey, the most popular items purchased at the grocery store by our 

users were milk, bread, eggs, meat, fruit, vegetables, and canned goods.  Thus, our team took 

into consideration the weight and size of these items in the design of the GG prototype.  In 

addition, the team took into consideration problems common to transporting groceries via 

backpack include damaging goods due to being crushed by heavier goods.  Thus the GG was 

designed with a wire basket to accommodate heavy items such as milk, detergent, or cases of 

beer, soda, or water.  While, hanging bags upon the GG’s pegs and hooks are intended for lighter 

items.  The staggering of peg positions prevents items within the bags from becoming damaged 

and because the bags hang freely, shocks from bumps in the path or rapid turns are absorbed by 

the frame and wheels and prevent items such as eggs from breaking.   

 

Customers who responded to our initial survey also reported concerns of bag breakage and 

falling.  The pegs upon which the bags are hung are covered with rubber to minimize bag 

breakage.  According to our survey results, customers also desired a device to help them carry 

groceries that durable, weatherproof, and stylish.  The GG is made almost entirely of aluminum 

metal and plastic, which are materials that can withstand a variety of loads.  In addition, the GG 

was designed to be aesthetically pleasing to target a younger end-user.   

Prototype Testing 

The GG team built several prototypes based on customer needs and predetermined specifications.  

(To see preceding GG prototypes, please see Appendix B.)  Once the team decided upon a final 

prototype, we conducted several tests.  The table on the next page summarizes the various test 

results.   
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Summary of Prototype Testing 
Test Summary of Results Result

Stationary Capacity Supported 40 lbs. of 10 plastic bags filled to capacity without 
breaking (not tested to destruction). 

Pass 

Functionality on 
Flat Ground 

40 lbs. of groceries were loaded; pulled for half a mile.  Success 
on cement, tile, decomposed granite, and grass. 

Pass 

Simplicity Users who had never seen the GG asked to load their groceries; 
understood with minimal explanation where to put bags. 

Pass 

Stair-Climbing With 40 lbs of groceries and steep stairs, GG was unbalanced and 
heavy.  However, with lighter loads/less steep stairs, it was easier 
to pull. 

Fail 

 

Stationary Capacity 

The GG was first tested for maximum capacity while stationary.  To do this, the pegs and basket 

were loaded with heavy grocery bags.  Results revealed that the aluminum frame and wire basket 

supported least 40 pounds of weight (the product was not loaded beyond this weight to prevent 

damaging the prototype).  We used plastic bags that were filled to capacity.  Thus, if bags were 

filled to less than capacity, more than 8-10 bags could be loaded on the GG prototype.  Although 

users revealed that heavier loads required more effort to pull, they commented that the GG 

greatly facilitated carrying multiple heavy grocery bags. 

 

Functionality on Flat Ground 

The GG was next tested for functionality by loading the product with plastic and paper bags 

containing 40 pounds of weight and then pulling the prototype on flat ground for a half of a mile.  

The GG was pulled for distances close to one mile at a time without fail.  During this test, the 

GG was pulled on a number of different surfaces, including cement, tile, decomposed granite, 

and grass.  It was easiest to pull the GG on the tile and cement while most difficult through the 

grass. 

 

Simplicity 

To test simplicity, some users who had never seen the GG were asked to load their groceries onto 

the product.  In general, users understood without explanation that the pegs were for hanging 

handled bags while the basket was for non-handled items.  After minimal explanation, they 

understood that heavier items were to go in the basket while lighter bags could be hung from the 

pegs for better weight distribution. 
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Stair-Climbing 

To test the ease of stair-climbing with a loaded GG, the product was loaded with different 

weights and then users climbed stairs.  We found that the GG performed differently depending 

on the steepness of the stairs.  While loaded with 40 pounds of weight and ascending a relatively 

steep staircase, the GG became unbalanced (the weight shifted to behind the wheels) and it was 

necessary to pull the product by the aluminum frame instead of the handle.  With lighter loads 

(15-20 pounds) and less steep stairs, users could pull the GG by the handle more easily. 

 

Aesthetics 

Additionally, the GG was tested for style by asking users who had never seen the product how 

they felt about the color and design.  Favorable feedback was gained from nearly all the 

participants.  Most indicated that they liked the color and design of the prototype because it was 

different from existing small grocery carts that are favored by elderly people.   

 

The results of the prototype testing suggest that the GG is an aesthetically pleasing, technically 

successful product that requires minimal instruction to use and can support at least forty pounds 

of weight while being pulled over a variety of surfaces.  However, the failure of the GG 

prototype stair-climbing test with 40 pounds of weight suggests that the design of the final GG 

end-product will need to be modified to enable users to pull the GG with heavy loads up stairs 

comfortably and easily. 
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Customer Needs Assessment 
 

The GG team asked fifteen potential users to evaluate the final prototype to ascertain if we had 

met customer needs in our product design and to determine ways to improve the GG.  We 

interviewed in-person approximately fifteen potential users including undergraduate and 

graduate students, as well as shoppers at the grocery store, in the form of intercepts and 

prearranged interviews. 

 

Prior to embarking upon concept testing, the GG team decided upon three questions to ask 

potential users: 

1. What do you like and dislike about the GG? 

2. Would you buy the GG?  If so, what would you pay for the GG? 

3. What other suggestions would you make to improve the GG? 

Customer Responses 

The below table outlines what respondents said they liked and disliked about the GG. 

 
LIKED DISLIKED 

- Makes carrying groceries much easier and 
less painful than carrying by hand 
- Carrying all groceries in one trip, 
comfortably without bags breaking 
- Easy to load 
- “Cool” looking – black in color and looks 
like the Segway 
- Lightweight 
- Adaptable for other uses, i.e. other 
merchandise shopping 
- Comfortable handle 
- Very sturdy 
- Large wheels made stair climbing easy 
- I can ride my skateboard and pull it behind 
me comfortably.   
- Stores easily 

- Was not cool enough 
- Is not collapsible enough 
- Slightly cumbersome when pushing cart 
through store with GG on front of cart 
- With lots of heavy groceries, it was difficult to 
pull up the stairs  
- Cannot stand on its own for loading 
 
 
 

 
Many people surveyed liked using the GG better than carry groceries by-hand to transport their 

groceries home and liked that it was simple.  Some users commented that they enjoyed the 

versatility of the GG and thought that they could use it for other purposes, such as shopping at 
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the mall.  One passerby asked, “Where can I buy one now?”  Some people disliked that the 

prototype was not cool enough, that it was difficult to pull up stairs with a lot of groceries and 

that it could not stand on its own for loading.   

Suggestions for Improvement 

Listed below are some suggestions that interviewees made for improving the GG prototype: 

• Make the handle like a suitcase handle for added comfort   

• Make the basket bigger so that it could carry more things   

• Create some kind of cover or paint the GG different colors, i.e. florescent green, to make 

it look cooler 

• Make it more adaptable for other uses, i.e. regular shopping 

• Use rubber wheels to eliminate noise when in-use 

• Make it easier to carry groceries going upstairs  

 

The customer feedback and suggestions identify issues that need to be considered in ensuing 

product development.  The most important issues the GG team identified include making the GG 

easier to pull up stairs with a heavy load and modifying the prototype so that the GG can stand 

on its own.  The original design of the GG had a kickstand attached to the aluminum frame for 

stability while loading groceries.  (Please see Appendix B to see descriptions of all prototypes.)  

However, after pulling the GG with the stand without any bags, the kickstand dragged on the 

ground and got in the way of the wheelbase and hindered stair climbing.  Thus, the kickstand 

was removed in the final prototype of the GG.  However some modification to the prototype may 

be necessary in ensuing development to satisfy the customer need for a stand-alone device 
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Willingness to Pay 

After inspecting and using the GG prototype, we asked users if they would purchase the GG or 

not and if so, how much would they be willing to pay for it.  The following pie chart 

demonstrates customer willingness to purchase the GG. 

 

Willingness to Purchase GG 

73%

27%

Would Buy

 Would Not Buy

 
 

Of those interviewed 73% of interviewees stated that they would purchase the GG if 

commercially available, while 23% said that they would not.   

 

The following pie chart demonstrates the price surveyed users were willing to pay for the GG. 

Willingness to Pay $20

47%

53%

< $20

 >= $20

 
Of those who said that they would purchase the GG, 47% said that they would pay less than $20, 

while 53% said that they would pay $20 or more.   

Degree to Which Customer Needs Were Met 

After receiving customer feedback about the GG prototype, we evaluated which predetermined 

needs we had met with the final GG prototype.  The following table outlines if customer needs 

were met or not. 
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Customer Needs Met? 

Rank Predetermined Customer Need Need Met? 
1. 
 

The product enables the user to carry several grocery 
bags with ease and comfort. 

 
1. The product allows you to have at least one hand 

free. 
 

2. The product keeps grocery bags intact.  
2. The product is simple to use.  
2. The product is stylish.  
3. The product facilitates stair climbing.  
3. The product is lightweight.  
3. The product is compact. No.  It could be more compact 

4. The product is weather-resistant (e.g. waterproof), 
durable, and washable. 

 

4. The product insulates cold items. No.  (We abandoned this need 
to make the product simpler.) 

4.  The product is versatile.  
4. The product is adaptable to riding a bicycle. No.   

 

As is evident from this table, the GG prototype met the majority of predetermined customer 

needs.  Most importantly, it allowed users to have one hand free while transporting several 

grocery bags more comfortably than by-hand.  However, we found that the GG team did not 

sufficiently meet the needs of creating a prototype that was compact, could insulate cold items or 

was adaptable to riding a bicycle.  (We abandoned the insulation and bicycle adaptations to 

ensure the simplicity of the product.)  In summary, the GG prototype meets the needs of the most 

important issues identified by potential customers.  (Please see Appendix A to see survey 

question and results).  However, the ensuing product development team may want to take into 

consideration the inclusion of some of these unmet needs in the final product. 
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 Market Analysis 
 

The U.S. market for a grocery carrier is narrow.3  The majority of grocery shoppers utilize cars to 

transport groceries home and would only need a grocery carrier device to carry groceries from 

the car to the home.  However, for people who do not have cars and live in urban areas, the 

potential for market success is high. 

Overview of Market Size 

The GG’s target market includes singles, professionals, and college students who typically travel 

by foot to the grocery store.  Target consumers earn between $15,000 and $60,000 per year, live 

in a metropolitan areas and purchase groceries for no more than one or two on each trip to the 

market.  According to the US Census Bureau, in 2002, over 100 million people in the U.S. are 

between the ages of 18-44 years and 28 million people are enrolled in tertiary education.  While 

35 million Americans rented in 2002 with an average of 2.57 people living in each rental unit.  

Based on this information, our team estimates that 17 million students and 20 million young 

people living in cities who grocery shop without a car would be interested in purchasing the GG 

— resulting in a viable market of approximately 37 million people. 

Market Entry Strategy 

The GG team will approach large U.S. chain supermarkets and stores such as Ralph’s, Vons, 

Target, Walgreen’s, Wal-Mart and Albertsons.  Additionally, we envision the introduction of our 

product as a feature at student stores, shops, and bookstores on college campuses across the U.S.  

The GG could be produced in an assortment of colors to appeal to different age groups, i.e. for 

students, the GG could feature advertisements, university logos and photos.  In addition, GG 

packaging could be customized depending on school colors, mascots and gender preferences.   

  

Although our target market is young people, potential customers could be all grocery shoppers.  

In addition to grocery shopping, the GG can be used to transport shopping bags at the mall, 

picnic items and sports items for teams, among other creative uses.   

 
                                                 
3 The Grocery carrier market may be more popular outside the U.S since grocery carriers are more common and 
used more frequently, i.e. France and in Asia.   
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Competitive Analysis 
 

After evaluating all of the comparable products to the GG, we found there is 

one product in particular that is comparable to the GG — the small cart.  

(Please see Appendix C to see other relevant products to the GG.)  The small 

cart is a rectangular basket set on four wheels with a handle bar to pull or 

push the cart.  While it is commonly used to carry groceries, it can be used to 

carry other items.  

epoxy.  

Comparison of Small Cart and Grocery Gopher 

Cart height:  3.8" 
Basket:  1 x 1.4" 
Weight: 5.5 pounds 
Price:  $21-$29 
 
It is a basket set on two larg
vertical U bar across the ba
padded hooks strategically 
grocery bags. 
Large plastic wheels to get
stairs and sidewalks.   
Cart will hold 40 pounds. 
Collapsible handle. 
A large padded to hook the
Gopher on the back of groc
Handle bars are foldable fo
and bar helps to lift GG. 
 

Cart height:  37.5" 
Basket:  19"h x 15.5"w x 12.5"d 
Weight: 14 pounds 
Price:   $30-$50 
 
The small cart is a large basket set on four 
wheels. 
Features a vinyl grip handle, heavy 
chrome wheels with solid rubber tires, and 
finished with 
Cart will hold up to 125 pounds.  
Folds for easy storage.  
Additional features are liners (sold 
separately) that are available in four 
colors. Liners have square bottom, draw 
string top, water proof, adjustable strap 
handle, serves as both a shopping cart liner 
or a tote bag.  

t 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Small Car
e wheels with 
sket with 
placed to hang 

 over bumps, 

 Grocery 
ery cart. 
r easy storage 
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Comparative Analysis 

The GG and the small cart have many similarities in design and function but careful analysis of 

both products yield significant differences.  (Please see the previous page for descriptions of both 

products.)  

• Both the small cart and GG are simple to use and easily stored.   

• The small cart appears to be designed to push, whereas, the GG is designed to pull.  (If the 

user wanted to pull the small cart, it seems that the user’s feet would hit the device since the 

handle is short.)   

• The small cart has four wheels, which makes it is more stable than the GG.   

• However, the small car is bulkier and more cumbersome to lift up stairs than the GG.   

• The GG is slightly more compact than the small cart since the GG’s basket space is less than 

that of the small cart’s.  

•  The GG’s hooks allows shoppers to hang grocery bags on hooks without having to unload 

and reload items or stack bags on top of each other as in the case of the small cart.   

• The small cart, priced between $30-50, is more expensive than the GG and is three times 

heavier. 

 

In summary, although the small cart and GG are similar products, this biggest difference in the 

two products is the intended target user.  The small cart design is widely used among the elderly.  

(We would predict that the elderly would prefer the small cart since it allows them to push the 

cart while the device supports the user’s weight while walking.)  In comparison, the GG is 

targeted towards young people.  Thus, despite the existence of competitive products, the GG has 

the potential for market success since it target’s a different end user. 
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Manufacturing Plan 
 

The GG will be assembled in four parts: the handle, the frame, the basket and the wheels.  Unlike 

the GG prototype, the high volume final product’s frame will be attached directly to the wheel 

axel, which will also add structural strength to the GG. 

 

 

 
 

Manufacturing Assembly 
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The product development team suggests that the GG be produced in China where materials and 

labor are significantly cheaper than in the U.S.  Since we assume that the company that 

manufactures the GG will already have a factory in China, the company’s capital costs will 

involve retooling existing machinery in order to produce the GG.  Materials will be purchased in 

China and Chinese labor will be utilized.  It is estimated that the material cost will be $3.50 per 

unit.4  In China, a manual factory worker is paid $0.69 per hour.  Assuming that it takes about 5 

minutes to assemble the four main pieces of a GG, the cost of labor is estimated to be 

approximately $0.12 per unit.  In addition, we estimate that $3.50 per unit would be allocated for 

miscellaneous costs (tariffs, insurance, shipping and handling, and taxes) for importing the GG.  

Thus, total manufacturing costs are estimated to be $7.12 per unit.  

 

Manufacturing Costs   
Materials  $               3.50  
Assembly  $               0.12  
Shipping & Misc.  $               3.50  
Total Manufacturing Costs  $               7.12  

                                                 
4 This materials cost is based on the price of a fertilizer device that utilizes similar materials as the GG.  The 
fertilizer device is priced at $20 retail.  We took 20% of the retail price = $4 to estimate the wholesale price and 
estimated that it would be cheaper to purchase the materials in China.  We also took into consideration high quantity 
quotes (1000 units) for materials from hardware stores. 
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Economic Analysis  
 

As stated in the Manufacturing Plan section, we assume that the GG will be produced and 

assembled in China by a U.S. manufacturer that already has production facilities in China.  Thus, 

the U.S. manufacturer will retool existing equipment to accommodate the GG’s production.  

Other assumptions include a product life cycle of 12 years with an individual product life of 3 

years.  We also assume that many users will re-purchase the GG. 

Additional Costs to Bring GG to Market 

To bring the GG to market, the project will need approximately $320,000 to complete 

development, for marketing, retooling machinery, further testing and miscellaneous costs.  

Additional Costs 
Item Requesting 

Amount 
Duration 

(unit: Quarter) 
Total 

Amount 
Further Development  $92,500 1.5 $138.750 
Machinery Retooling  $139,000 1 $139,000 
Marketing $70,000 2 $140,000 
Testing $10,000 2 $20,000 
Miscellaneous $10,000 2 $20,000 
Total Costs   $319,139 

 

Further Development 

Our team has estimated that further development of the GG will cost approximately $140,000.  

We predict that this ensuing development process will require two quarters and a team of six 

people.  The ensuing development team will need to take into consideration two main issues in 

developing the prototype to the final product — the use of the GG on stairs while carrying a 

heavy load and making the GG a stand-alone device.   

Development Costs    

 Personnel 
Annual 
Salary Costs 

Project Leader 1 $75,000 $75,000 
Engineers 2 $65,000 $130,000 
Marketing (personnel) 3 $50,000 $150,000 
Material cost   $5,000 
other cost   $10,000 
Annual Development Cost     $370,000 
Total Development Cost     $138,750 
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Ramp-Up Costs 

We estimate ramp-up costs to be approximately $280,000, which includes marketing and capital 

expenses.  We estimate that initial marketing of the GG, including advertisement, will cost 

approximately $140,000.   

 
 Marketing Ramp-Up 

Marketing  $100,000 
Advertisement  $40,000 
 Total $140,000 

 
 
 

 
 
The ramp-up cost for capital will require retooling existing heavy machinery.  The cost of 

retooling is estimated to be $140,000.5  

     

Capital Ramp-Up Quantity Costs Total Costs 
Electroplate line 1 $10,000 $10,000 
Powder-coating machine 1 $10,000 $10,000 
Punching machine  3 $5,000 $15,000 
Spot-welding machine 2 $6,000 $12,000 
Tube-bending machine 2 $6,000 $12,000 
Transportation Equipment   $70,000 
Miscellaneous   $10,000 
Retooling expenses     $139,000 

 

Sales Volume 

Of our target market of 37 million people (please see the Market Analysis section), we estimate 

that 10% of the target market will purchase the GG.  (We arrived at this figure by creating a 

conservative estimate based on our customer assessment, which stated that 73% of surveyed 

users of the prototype would purchase the GG.  Please see the Customer Needs Assessment 

section.)  Based on these estimates, we predict that maximum quarterly sales volume for the GG 

will be 925,000 units.  We calculate that 25% of the quarterly sales volume will be the maximum 

penetration level over the product’s life cycle.  In the beginning and at the end of product life 

cycle, the sales penetration level is estimated to be much lower than 25%.     

  

 

                                                 
5 This cost is an estimate based on estimate the factory plan of Shanghai Hengda Pet Product Co., Ltd. — a  Chinese 
manufacturer that produces shopping carts.   
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Sales Volume  
Viable market size (population) 37,000,000
Realistic estimate 10%
Real number of buyers (Annual) 3,700,000
Quarterly sales volume 925,000

 

Profit Evaluation 

Once the GG is brought to market, our financial team estimated the following retail prices and 

project profitability. 

 

Unit Price and Cost 

In calculating unit prices and manufacturing costs our financial team researched average margins 

for manufacturers, distributors and two retailers.   

 

Costs and Gross Margins   
Wholesale gross margin 35%
Wholesale price  $             10.95 
Distributor gross margin 15%
Distributor price  $             12.89 
Bookstore gross margin 55%
Bookstore price  $             28.62 
Grocery store gross margin 40%
Grocery store price  $             21.49 

 

We estimated a gross margin of 35% for the manufacturer, resulting in a wholesale price of 

$10.95, and a gross margin of 15% for the distributor, resulting in a distributor price of $12.89.  

As aforementioned in the Market Analysis section, we recommend that the GG be sold in 

grocery stores and university bookstores.  Thus, we calculated two retail prices — we estimated 

that university bookstores would include a gross margin of 55% resulting in a retail price of 

$28.62 and a grocery store would include a gross margin of 40%, resulting in a retail price of 

$21.49.  Thus, the GG’s retail price would vary from approximately $22 to $29.   

 

Net Present Value (NPV) Analysis  

Based on the above calculations and estimates, our financial team calculated that the GG project 

will result in an NPV of approximately $2.3 million.  (Please see Appendix D for NPV 
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calculations.)  We analyzed project value from the perspective of a U.S. manufacturer that has 

manufacturing operations in China. 

 

Scenario Analysis 

Based on our initial NPV calculation, our financial team also calculated two alternative scenarios 

based on increasing the wholesale price and increasing the materials cost. 

• Most likely scenario — A wholesale price of $10.95, resulting in a NPV of approximately 

$2.3 million. 

• Scenario one — A 15% increase in the wholesale margin, resulting in a higher wholesale 

price and a NPV of approximately $9 million. 

• Scenario two — A 25% increase in material costs, resulting in higher manufacturing costs 

and a NPV of approximately $700,000. 

     
Scenario Key assumptions: NPV 

Most likely scenario Wholesales price = $10.95.  Manufacturing cost= $7.12 $2,344,941
Increase in 
wholesale margin 

New wholesales price = $14.23 (15% increase in wholesale 
margin).  Manufacturing cost = $7.12 

$8,929,898
 

Increase in material 
costs  

Wholesale price = $10.95.  New manufacturing cost = $7.99 
(25% increase in material costs).   

$706,617 

 
In summary, the project’s NPV is very sensitive to increases in wholesale prices and material 

costs. 
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Risk Analysis 
Technical Risk 

Due to the fact that the product is simple in design, there is minimal technical risk for this 

product.  The current GG prototype has a structural weakness in that the main support frame 

attaches to the metal basket.  However, the high volume end-product will affix the main support 

frame directly to the wheel axel.   

Market Risk 

There is manageable market risk that accompanies the launch of this product.  When presenting 

anything new, a company must closely examine its target market.  Even with this accomplished, 

it remains difficult to truly measure the results of customer purchase and satisfaction.  This risk 

can be diminished through effective advertising and marketing.  A desire to purchase the GG will 

be created by presenting the GG as the new, hip and convenient way to carry groceries in 

meaningful ways (through targeted market research).   

 

Additionally, risk through imitation must be addressed.  In the U.S., new products are protected 

by patent laws.  However, patent protection mostly benefits design intensive products and thus, it 

will be difficult to eliminate the risk of imitation of the GG — a product that will be easily 

duplicated.  Instead, the GG team must focus on developing a consistently dependable product, 

establishing reliable distribution channels, and reaping the benefits from first mover advantage.  

If these three strategies are fully exploited, the GG team will be able to focus manpower on 

continually upgrading and improving the GG. 

Organizational Risk 

Potential organizational risk exists with the transfer of the GG development from our team to the 

ensuing development team.  This risk can be mitigated through enhanced communication 

between the two teams as well as the employment of a quality control inspector to ensure a high-

quality end-product. 
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yes. I'd call this "competitive risk", and it's a big one. Market risk is also present - will people really want it? YOur evidence so far is unclear.



Further Development Plans  
 

Plans for Future Development 

As outlined in the Economic Analysis section, our team has estimated that further development 

of the GG will cost approximately $140,000.  We predict that this ensuing development process 

will require two quarters and a team of six people.  The ensuing development team will need to 

take into consideration two main issues in developing the prototype to the final product — the 

use of the GG on stairs while carrying a heavy load and making the GG a stand-alone device.  

Other issues that may need to be investigated include the prototype’s noisy wheels, bicycle 

adaptations, and possibly including insulation for cold groceries. 

 

Development Costs    

 Personnel 
Annual 
Salary Costs 

Project Leader 1 $75,000 $75,000 
Engineers 2 $65,000 $130,000 
Marketing (personnel) 3 $50,000 $150,000 
Material cost   $5,000 
other cost   $10,000 
Annual Development Cost     $370,000 
Total Development Cost     $138,750 

 

Possible Separately Sold Features 

There are many possibilities for separately sold features for the GG.  Two main features include 

the magnets and mesh cover. 
 

Magnets 

For aesthetic purposes, customized magnets could be purchased separately to decorate the GG 

basket to appeal to different target markets, i.e. music fans, athletes, and popular culture magnets.   

 

 

Examples of possible magnets to add to the GG 
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Mesh Covers 

For inclement climates, a weatherproof and washable mesh cover may be a feasible feature.  The 

mesh cover would be designed to cover the entire GG, leaving only the wheels and the handle 

free.  The cover would be available in a variety of colors and patterns to appeal to students, city-

dwellers, and athletes.   

 

Examples of mesh covers 
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Conclusion 
 

In summary, we recommend the continuation of GG development.  Bringing the GG to market 

will require an additional $320,000.  (Please see the Economic Analysis section to see the 

breakdown of costs to bring the GG to market.)  Prototype testing and customer assessment 

reveal two weaknesses in the GG prototype — difficulty in using the GG on stairs while carrying 

a heavy load and loading the prototype because it cannot stand on its own.  Thus, the ensuing 

development team will need to take into consideration these two main issues in developing the 

prototype to the final product. 

 

The GG team is confident that we have produced a technically successful product that has 

potential for market success with a viable market of 37 million users.  The GG has a NPV of 

approximately $2.3 million and is thus a profitable venture. 
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Overall commentsMost of the above comments are just editing suggestions. Even the substantive ones are mostly small matters. So here are some bigger picture issues. 1. Key to profitability is clearly demand, which determines both what price you can charge, and how many you will sell at that price (think: downward sloping demand curve; your firm decides where to be on that curve).   The key to demand is probably more aesthetics than whether it climbs stairs well etc.   Male respondents seem to have felt the overall design was not cool enough, so that's clearly an issue. 2. So you should have put more effort into aesthetics. For example, the basically rectangular design, and the crude hooks, both detracted from coolness. It's good that this is discussed, at least a little, in the subsequent case study. 3. Why the quick abandonment of "brontosaurus backbone?" The report mentions problems with wheel size, but y ou could have used the same wheels as in your final prototype. Similarly, it mentions sway, but you could have used a rigid aluminum tube like the 3rd prototype.3b. My guess, and if true it's a criticism that you should think about in your case study, is that the "problem solving methodology" went out the window at some point between the first and final prototypes. Recall the chapter on "generating alternatives". There are a million alternative designs, but it felt like you chose the design you did because it was the minimum amount of modification from the off-the-shelf fertilizer spreader.  So you ended up with a relatively "clunky" core design, instead of one that had been selected as the best among many possibilities.   Of course I could be wrong about this, but think about it. Generating many alternatives and then selecting/combining them happens throughout product development, not just at the beginning.  The tendency to "take the first idea that seems to work" is actually quite common, so if you fell into that pattern, write it up that way in the case study. see p 35 for more comments



Appendix A: Interview Questions 
 
Please complete the following survey questions by circling your answer: 
 
Gender:  M     F 
Location: ___________________________________ 
Age:  less than 18 18-25 26-35 older than 35 
Type of home: House Apartment Condominium   Dormitory Other: ____ 
Mode of survey: Email Phone  In person     Other: _______________ 

 
Part I: 

1. How often do you grocery shop in a month? 
0 times  1 time  2 times  3 times  4 times       more than 4 times 

 Where do you grocery shop most regularly?  __________________________ 
 
2. What is your mode of transportation to the grocery store? 

Walk Car Bike Bus/Subway Other: ___________________________  
 
3. How far do you carry your groceries (from your car, the bus, the grocery store, etc.)?  

0-5 mins 6-10 mins 11-15 mins 16-30 mins More than 30 mins 
 

4. How do you get your grocery bags into your home from the store/car?  
Carry by hand By backpack In a cart Other: ______________________ 

 
5. If you drive, how many trips do you make from your car to bring your groceries to your 

home? 
1 trip  2 trips  3 trips  More than 4 trips  
 

6. Do you have to climb stairs when carrying your groceries? 
Yes  No  I take the elevator 

 
7. How many bags worth of groceries do you typically buy? 

0-2 bags 3-5 bags 6-8 bags 9-11 bags More than 12 bags  
 

8. How many grocery bags do you normally carry at one time when taking your groceries to 
your home? 
1-2 bags 3-4 bags 5-6 bags As many as you can manage 
 

9. What type of grocery bags do you prefer? 
Paper bags  Plastic bags  Other: _____________________________ 
 

 
10. What groceries do you normally buy?  

Milk Bread Eggs Juice Fruits Vegetables Meats Cereal Canned goods 
Other:__________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 
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11. What do you like about transporting/carrying your groceries? 

________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 
 

 
12. What do you dislike about transporting/carrying your groceries? 

________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________  
 
 

13. Do you have any physical disabilities that hinder you from carrying grocery bags?  If so, 
please explain: 
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 

 
Part II: 

1. Would you be interested in a product that provides an easier way to carry your groceries?  
Yes  No  I already have one: ________________________________ 
 

2. Would you prefer the product to be… 
worn like a backpack  pulled like a cart carried in your hand A combination 

 
3. What sorts of special features would you like in such a product (for example, is 

waterproof, has compartments, durable, stylish, etc.)? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ 

 
4. How much would you pay to have a product to help you carry your purchases? 

$1-$5 $6-$10  $11-$15 $16-$20 More than $20 
 

5. Do you have any other suggestions or comments about such a product? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ 
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Summarized Survey Results 
       
Gender Male Female     

 31 36  
67 

total   
 
Location East West Center Europe   
 5 55 1 2   
 
Age -18 18-25 26-35 35+   
  30 45 2   
 
Home House Apt Condo Dorm Other  
 14 42 7 6   
 
Survey mode email phone in person other   
 50 7 11    
 
#/month 0 1 2 3 4 4+ 
 2 2 18 22 16 19 
 
Transportation walk car bike public other  
 14 56 2    

Distance from car 0-5 min 6-10 min 11-15 imn 
16-30 
min 

30 + 
min  

 49 6 6 1   
 
Enter home by hand backpack in cart other   
 62 2 3 1   
Trips from car to 
enter 1 2 3 4+   
 34 17 9 9   
 
Stairs? yes no elevator    
 28 25 11    
       

# bags 0-2 bags 3-5 bags 6-8 bags 
9-11 
bags 

12+ 
bags  

 12 24 27 1 4  
       

# bags each entry 1-2 bags 3-4 bags 5-6 bags 
As 

many   
 15 16 9 28   
       
Bag type paper plastic other    
 16 47 5    
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Grocery type milk bread eggs juice fruit  
 50 56 52 38 48  

 veggies meat cereal 
canned 

g. other  
 46 54 39 38 25  
       
Interest yes no     
 48 19     
       

Type backpack pulled carried hand combo 
have 
one  

 18 13 16 13 2  
       

Price $1-$5 $6-$10 $11-$15 
$16-
$20 

More 
$20  

 15 18 13 7 8  
 
 
Customer Statements 

# 
people 

I want a comfortable way to 
carry my groceries 4 

I want a lot of compartments 5 

Stuff falls out of my bag 3 

The product is easy to store 6 

The bag rips 14 
Carrying groceries hurts my 
fingers and arms 11 

Grocery bags are heavy 15 

Cold stuff gets warm 2 
I hate carrying groceries up 
stairs 3 

I don't have a free hand 2 
I want to ride my bike to 
grocery shop. 1 
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I need a product to carry a lot of 
bags 1 
I want something that is easy to 
use. 3 

I want a waterproof product 6 

I want a stylish product 6 

I want a durable product 6 

I want a lightweight product 4 
I want to be able to wash the 
product 2 
I want a product that will carry 
more than just groceries 2 
I want a product that will easily 
fit through a doorway 1 
I don't want to the groceries or 
the product to leak. 1 
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FACULTYH COMMENTS continued: The second big area to discuss is the financial analysis. You did not do much sensitivity analysis, and you did not think through what ACTIONS to take as a result of the sensitivity analysis you did.  As the textbook emphasized throughout, when analyzing a situation don't be passive; try to figure out ways to come up with something better than any of the alternatives you started with. But that's pretty obvious.A less obvious issue is the possibility of new markets/ new products. This product is highly tuned for one application; but you point out that Europe might be a better market for it. Although you don't want to take the time to do a full-blown second NPV analysis, (such as, researching prices and markups for European products), it would seem relatively easy to get some demographic data for Europe. Really the key number is "urban households that do not own a car" and "households in congested heavily urban areas with cars but will shop on foot anyway."  There is a ton of demographic data out there, and it would be easy to come up with some crude numbers. The scenario of selling in Europe (or Japan, or Korea, or...) would be worth a page of discussion. Especially at a school like IRPS.



Appendix B: Prototype Information 
 
 
 
 
Prototype Specifications 

 

Metric (units) Initial Prototype Second Prototype Final Prototype
Maximum capacity (# of bags) 6 bags 10 bags 10 bags 

Maximum load (pounds) 20 lbs. 40 lbs. 40 lbs. 
Weight (pounds) 4 lbs. 6.5 lbs. 5.5 lbs. 
Push or pull operating mechanism (Push or 
pull) Pull Pull Pull 

Time to load 6 bags of groceries (seconds) <90 sec <90 sec <90 sec 
Hands free (#) 1 hand free 1 hand free 1 hand free 
Wheel diameter (inches) 3 in 12 in 12 in 

Volume with collapsed handle (in3) 3744 in3 6192  in3 6192  in3 

Height with handle upright (inches) 39 in 44 in 44 in 

Width with handle upright (inches) 8 in 16 in 16 in 

Depth with handle upright (inches) 12 in 12 in 12 in 

Time to collapse handle (seconds) N/A <60 sec <60 sec 
Style (color) Silver Black Black 

 
Prototype Brief Descriptions 
Initial Prototype Second Prototype Final Prototype 
S-curve metal rod with 4 
hooks attached directly 
to the rod which was 
affixed to a wooden 
platform and two wheels 

Basket placed on two 
large wheels with U-
curve metal frame with 
pegs on it.  The 
prototype also had a 
kickstand 

Basket placed on two 
large wheels with U-
curve metal frame with 
pegs and hooks.  The 
difference between the 
final and second 
prototype is hooks and 
removal of kickstand.6 

 
The initial design of the GG was a simple single-framed prototype that was modeled after a 
‘dinosaur backbone.’  This design was quickly ruled out because it was unable to support the 
weight necessary to support multiple grocery bags without breaking.  Additionally, the wheels 
were too small to climb stairs and the apparatus transmitted strong bag oscillations.   
 
The second prototype had a kickstand attached to the aluminum frame for stability while loading 
groceries.  However, after pulling the GG without any bags the kickstand dragged on the ground 
and got in the way of the wheelbase, which hindered stair climbing.  Additionally, straight pegs 

                                                 
6 After pulling the GG without any bags, it was pointed out that the kickstand was dragging on the ground and 
getting in the way of the wheel base, which hindered stair climbing.  The kickstand was removed in the final design 
of the GG. 
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were used on the side of the frame as well as the top of the GG, which caused some concern of 
bags falling off the side pegs on the side of the frame.  In addition, the handle of the second 
prototype of the GG was secured with a metal pin, which could be removed for collapsibility.  
However, the diameter of the pin did not match the diameter of the hole, so that the handle was 
unable to withstand a significant amount of torque.  Therefore, the pin was replaced with a wing-
nut mechanism which the user unscrews and removes the bolt to collapse the handle.   
 
Therefore, in the final prototype, the kickstand was removed, the side pegs were replaced with 
hooks and the handle was strengthened. 
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Appendix C: Competitive and Comparable Products 
 
 

• Backpack 

 
 
• Small cart 
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• “Grip-it” / “Handy Wormy” 

 
 
 
• Bicycle 
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Appendix D: Economic Analysis Spreadsheet7 
  2003 2004             
$-values in thousand Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 2005 2006 2007 
Development Cost -$46,250 -$92,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Launch costs: ramp (Capital) $0 $0 -$139,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Launch costs: ramp (Marketing) $0 $0 -$70,000 -$70,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Fixed costs $0 $0 $0 $0 -$25,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 
Investment+Support -$46,250 -$92,500 -$209,000 -$70,000 -$25,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 
Cummulative Investment  -$46,250 -$138,750 -$347,750 -$417,750 -$442,750 -$542,750 -$642,750 -$742,750 
+ Support                 
Volume  0 0 0 0 46,250 222,000 296,000 370,000 
Manufacturing cost       -$7.12 -$7.12 -$7.12 -$7.12 -$7.12 

Production cost $0 $0 $0 $0 -$329,069 -$1,579,530 
-

$2,106,040 -$2,632,550 
Sales Volume 0 0 0 0 46,250 222,000 296,000 370,000 
Wholesale price $10.95 $10.84 $10.63 $10.52 $10.41 $10.00 $9.61 $9.23 
Sales Revenue  $0 $0 $0 $0 $481,669 $2,220,908 $2,844,527 $3,415,551 
Contribution Margin $0 $0 $0 $0 $810,738 $3,800,438 $4,950,567 $6,048,101 
Period Cash-Flow -$46,250 -$92,500 -$209,000 -$70,000 $127,600 $541,378 $638,487 $683,001 
PV time1 -$46,250 -$89,916 -$197,486 -$64,296 $113,929 $431,583 $454,462 $434,060 
Project NPV $2,344,941               
Cumulative profit -$46,250 -$136,166 -$333,652 -$397,949 -$284,020 $147,563 $602,025 $1,036,085 
                
Wholesale price $10.95  Rate (Q) 0.97   Price fall (Q) 0.99  
Manufacturing cost -$7.12   Rate (Y) 0.89   Price fall (Y) 0.96   
                  
Development expenditure phase 0.5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Launch expenditure on capital 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Launch expenditure on marketing 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 
Sales level 0 0 0 0 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.1 

                                                 
7 Assumptions — We analyzed project value from the perspective of a U.S. manufacturer that has manufacturing operations in China, since the company that 
manufactures the GG will already have a factory in China, they will retool existing machinery (capital launch costs) in order to produce the GG, materials will be 
purchased in China and Chinese labor will be utilized,  the project NPV is calculated using the wholesale price, the product life cycle is approximately 12 years 
(we ignored negative cash flows in years 10-12), and the GG has a life cycle of 3 years and we expect many users to re-purchase the GG at the end of the product 
life cycle. 

Roger Bohn

this line "cumulative invest + support" is not a common measure and does not say much interesting. Cumulative investment (during period of negative cash flow) would be better.

Roger Bohn
Cummulative
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
$0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

-$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000
-$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000 -$100,000
-$842,750 -$942,750 -$1,042,750 -$1,142,750 -$1,242,750 -$1,342,750 -$1,442,750 -$1,542,750

                
444,000 444,000 740,000 925,000 925,000 666,000 592,000 592,000

-$7.12 -$7.12 -$7.12 -$7.12 -$7.12 -$7.12 -$7.12 -$7.12
-$3,159,060 -$3,159,060 -$5,265,100 -$6,581,375 -$6,581,375 -$4,738,590 -$4,212,080 -$4,212,080

444,000 444,000 740,000 925,000 925,000 666,000 592,000 592,000
$8.87 $8.52 $8.18 $7.86 $7.55 $7.25 $6.97 $6.69

$3,937,158 $3,782,018 $6,054,986 $7,270,495 $6,984,008 $4,830,343 $4,124,452 $3,961,932
$7,096,218 $6,941,078 $11,320,086 $13,851,870 $13,565,383 $9,568,933 $8,336,532 $8,174,012

$678,098 $522,958 $689,886 $589,120 $302,633 -$8,247 -$187,628 -$350,148
$384,771 $264,947 $312,070 $237,936 $109,133 -$2,655 -$53,939 -$89,874

                
$1,420,856 $1,685,803 $1,997,873 $2,235,808 $2,344,941 $2,342,286 $2,288,347 $2,198,473

               
              
                
                

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.12 0.12 0.2 0.25 0.25 0.18 0.16 0.16 

 

 
 

Roger Bohn

this is a very professional financial projection spreadsheet. I like the split format (quarterly at first, then yearly). I might have appended a discussion of key assumptions (especially about the market size and share) so reader does not have to hunt around for them. 
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